
SPRING/SUMMER ‘19 INSPIRATION 



A Golden Age

Ochre has been making it’s way into interiors and fashion for the past few seasons, but we 
predict SS19 will be the season that sees it’s height of popularity in the home. Channeling 
the feel of warmer days, Ochre adds depth to neutral schemes and drama to darker ones. 
This earthy, warm colour palette can be introduced in different degrees in many colour 
schemes.   
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NEW Lorenzo range in Plush Turmeric, scatters in NEW Shambala Mustard



OPPOSITES attract
Introduced at the January Furniture Show, we experimented with the Ochre colour theme on our 
brand new collection, Lorenzo. Offering an extensive range of pillow and standard back options, 
this range is set to become the star of 2019. We teamed our best selling Plush range of fabrics with 
a brand new co-ordinate collection called Shambala. Mixing tones of inviting Ochre and dramatic 
Charcoal created a striking look. 

CHARCOAL AMBER

SILVER MUSTARD

TURMERIC ZEST

PLUSH SHAMBALA



Pure & Simple

Soft furnishings in a selection of textures can make a big impact when displayed together. 
Velvets, wools and textiles with movement are big in the interiors sector at the moment, and 
paired with neutral shades such as sand, linen and oatmeal evokes a timeless, relaxed look 
and feel. These warmer, friendlier tones are starting to become as popular as the greys we 
have seen so much of in recent years. 
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TONES & Textures 
As the days get longer and nature comes back to life after the long, dark winter, we naturally want 
to replicate the lighter, brighter world outside in our homes. Nature often inspires interiors, and 
SS19 will be no different. This season sees us introduce a number of new bouclé body and co-
ordinating fabrics, such the Gio body fabric presented on the brand new Como model shown here, 
with scatters in new co-ordinating fabric, Herdwick, in Taupe and Latte. The Como offers a snug, 
sumptuous sit, perfect for real family homes. Included in the range is our first ever Snuggler Chaise!

NEW Como in Gio Cream

WHITE GREY

TAUPE

LATTE

HERDWICK GIO

CREAM

MINK

GREY



NEW Como range in NEW Gio Cream, scatters in NEW Herdwick Latte & Taupe



Feeling in the Pink

This pretty hue can certainly pack a punch when it comes to creating a sophisticated scheme 
with a hint of romance. Although pastels have been popular in recent years, 2019 looks set to 
be the year that greys and neutrals are broken up with blush, dusty pink tones and delicate floral 
prints across the home, creating a more muted, refined look. 
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NEW Tivoli range in NEW Ashcroft Blush, scatters in NEW Santa Maria Flamingo & Topanga Flamingo



FEELING  feminine
Pink is a soothing, happy colour and has been traditionally associated with nurturing 
and femininity, but when used with greys or a cooler base tone, today’s pinks are all 
grown up! We interpreted this look on our brand-new Tivoli model (right) presented 
in new fabric, Ashcroft, Blush. Ashcroft is a luxurious fabric with bouclé and chenille 
yarns which give it it’s highly textured yet soft handle. The scatter fabrics from our new 
Topanga hanger feature uplifting foliage prints which add subtle botanical accents. 

ALABASTER BLUSH OATMEAL

PEBBLE SHALE MUSTARD

ASHCROFT

TOPANGA

CACTUS

FLAMINGO

RUMBA



Black & White 

Everyone knows that grey has dominated the interiors sector over the past few years, 
but we think monochrome is set to make a come back in 2019. With so many ways 
to interpret this classic trend, it will never go out of style. The beauty of a tight colour 
scheme like black and white means you can introduce playful prints and patterns with 
ease. If being bold is not your thing, you can still use the palette on accent pieces such 
as scatter cushions and foot stools. 
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MARVELLOUS
We’ve gone for prints in a big way this season! The monochrome trend has allowed us to introduce an 
amazing array of co-ordinating prints in our brand new hanger, aptly called Black & White! And we’ve 
introduced brand new body fabric, Flair, into our upholstery swatch. This super soft chenille fabric with a 
melange yarn gives it a subtle speckled effect and works brilliantly in the Charcoal colour-way when paired 
with co-ordinating fabrics from the Black & White hanger, creating a stunning visual look. The new Luca 
range is the perfect vehicle for this look with it’s strong architectural aesthetic. Make sure you add some 
accent pieces in these strong prints to make the most of your display!

BARBARY BIRDSEYE DAMARA

HOUNDSTOOTH TESSELLATE TRELLIS

MONO

HEX

George Stools

monochrome



NEW Luca range in NEW Flair Charcoal, scatters in NEW Damara Mono, Tessellate Mono, Birds Eye Mono & Trellis Mono



Precious Metals

Edgier than the feminine tones out there this season, we predict metallic tones such as 
silver, rust and bronze will be more noticeable in homes this year. Perhaps influenced 
by Pantone’s Colour of the Year for 2019, Living Coral, these earth-tones evoke 
vitality and buoyancy. Silver tones work great on body fabrics, with terracotta and teal 
tones adding a vibrant pop of colour on accent pieces and scatters. 
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Metro range in Berber Grey, scatters in Empire Denim, Madison Midnight, Tribecca Denim & Stucco Denim 



Metro range in Berber Grey, scatters in Empire Denim, Madison Midnight, Tribecca Denim & Stucco Denim 

MODERN
We reinvigorated the best-selling Metro range by presenting it in 
Berber Silver for SS19. A distressed chenille fabric with a glamorous 
lustre, Berber works really well with metallic tones as it reflects light 
and adds depth. We love co-ordinating these tones with earthy 
orange tones and inky blues. Our new co-ordinate fabrics this 
season include the Umbra range, a modern twist on an impressionist 
style design printed on a sophisticated textured velvet, and Prisma, a 
luxurious cut velvet in a stylish geometric zig zag pattern. 

metro
 OBSIDIAN

 OYSTER

 SPICE

 TEAL

 PRISMA

 BLUSH

 LAVENDER

 MINK

 GREY

 BERBER

 SKY

 STEEL

 UMBRA

 KINGFISHER

 PEACOCK

Scatter in Prisma Spice



Out of  the Blue
Soothing and serene, tranquil tones of blue can be teamed with so many decor 
schemes that it’s no wonder it makes an appearance most seasons. It can inject 
warmth and add a touch of luxury to homes in a cost effective manner. Since 
Denim Drift was named Dulux colour of the year back in 2017 we have seen a 
marked increase in demand for blue fabrics and prints across our product portfolio. 
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Brand new for SS19, the Alto is the latest edition to the Content by Terence Conran 
range. This striking model has all the hallmarks of a typically contemporary Conran 
design, sitting on a clean, linear plinth made of solid oak. Presented in brand new 
colour-ways of Alder, Sea Grass and Duck Egg, this velvet has a wonderfully soft 
texture and depth of colour. Continuing with the blue trend, and also part of the 
Conran range, is the Alfie chair in Maple Mist, a highly durable wool effect fabric. 
Sitting on tapered, conical legs, this eye-catching wing chair looks soft and 
sophisticated in this paler shade of blue. 

MOODY blues

 AIRFORCE

 PEACOCK

 SEA GRASS

 DUCK EGG

 ALDER

 MAPLE

 AZURE

 CHARTREUSE

 FLINT

 IRON

 MIST

Alfie in Maple Mist



NEW Alto range in Alder Sea Grass with scatters in Alder Duck Egg



Large George Stool in Damara Mono, Medium George Stool in Tessellate Mono, Small George Stool in Birdseye Mono, Scatter 
in Trellis Mono



MAXIMUM  impact
Our new range of co-ordinating fabrics look stunning on our collection of accents chairs, footstools and scatter cushions. 
Our top tip? Pick a theme and run wild with it! We’ve gone with fabrics from our new ‘Black and White’ hanger here to 
create this visually striking arrangement of accent pieces. Use in store to create an amazing display, sure to increase add-
on sales.
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